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“Russia beyond the HEADLINES”
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Program Itinerary

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

Afternoon
Arrival at Domodedovo Moscow 

International Airport

Transfer/Check-In at Intercontinental 
Hotel

Evening 
Dinner on the Radisson boat with cruise 

Overnight at hotel

Breakfast at Hotel

Morning Activity
Star City Visit

Lunch at own Leisure

Afternoon Activity
Grand Kremlin Palace and Kremlin 

Territory visit 

Evening Activity
Transfer to Bunker by retro cars

Short tour of the bunker

Dinner in the Red Hall

Overnight at hotel

Breakfast at Hotel/ Check-Out

Transfer to Leninggradsky Railway 
Station

Spasan Train to Saint-Petersburg, 
business class with meal

Transfer to Lotte Hotel

Afternoon and Lunch at own Leisure

Evening Activity 
Vodka museum with tasting

Transfer to Dinner

Dinner at the Russian Empire 
Restaurant

Overnight at hotel

Breakfast at Hotel

Morning at Leisure 

Afternoon at Leisure

Evening Activity
Transfer to Hermitage

Evening Hermitage visit after closing to 
public 

Dinner at the Flying Dutchman 
Restaurant

Overnight at hotel



Program Itinerary

Day 5 Day 6 

Breakfast at Hotel

Morning at Leisure 

Afternoon at Leisure

Evening Activity
Transfer to Theatre

Don Quixote Ballet performance at the 
Mariinsky Theatre  

Dinner at the Palkin Restaurant 

Overnight at hotel

Breakfast at Hotel/ Check-Out

Morning Activity

Boat Tour
Peter and Paul fortress visit

Transfer to Lunch
Lunch at the Stroganoff Steak House 

Restaurant

Afternoon Activity 
Catherine Palace and Park

Dinner at the Podvorje Restaurant 

Transfer to Airport
Departure from Airport



Hotel:           5*
Duration:     6 days/5 nights 
Cities: Moscow & St. Petersburg

Program Details

1:10 hours

3:45 hours

6 days

14 days



Day 1. Arrival Russia

Airport Sheremetyevo 32 km from the city center  



Day 1. Arrival to Moscow

Moscow was Russia's capital before Peter the Great moved the capital to his new city, St. Petersburg. But Moscow never lost its intensity or spirit - one that has inspired 
authors and poets, ensnared the nobility with its charms, and proved to be the center of Soviet mystique during the Cold War. Moscow represents both the Russia of 
yesterday and the Russia of today.



Passport control
Unexpected  Soviet passport control on the way from the airport to the city center.
The passport is a pocket-size booklet with a photo and name of a guest,  a program, emergency numbers, hotel addresses, etc.  

Day 1. Surprise



Day 1. Welcome gift

Welcome gifts at hotel: Legend of Kremlin 0,7 vodka in rooms with a welcome letter



Check in. Russian folk group. Bread & Salt ceremony
Bread and Salt Ceremony is one of the oldest Russian traditions. When important, respected or admired guests arrive, they were greeted by young women in
traditional costumes with a loaf of bread placed on a rushnik (embroidered towel). A salt holder or a salt cellar is placed on top of the bread loaf or secured in a
hole on the top of the loaf.

Day 1. Check in at hotel 



Day 1. Dinner - Panoramic boat ride



The Radisson Royal Flotilla yachts are state-of-the-art river yachts-restaurants meant for excursion and entertainment cruises along the Moskva River for 
citizens and visitors of Moscow. In 2009 five flotilla yachts were constructed upon a special design, they are: Ferdinand, Capella, Bon Voyage, Celebrity and 

Scarlet.

Day 1. Dinner - Panoramic boat ride



Morning visit: “Star City - Gagarin astronaut training center”.
Description: World famous Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center in Star city, Moscow region was founded in 1960. Surrounded by legends and fitted with special
equipment Star city is a place of huge interest for visitors.

Day 2. Star City



Lunch: “Café Pushkin”
Address: Russia, Moscow, Tverskoy Boulevard, 26A
Metro: Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
Tverskoy Boulevard and the streets around it played a significant, almost mystical role in the life of Russian poet Alexander Pushkin. When the boulevard
opened in 1796, it became a favorite place among Moscow high society for a stroll. Pushkin could be found there frequently.

Day 2. Lunch



Visit: “Cracking all secrets of Kremlin"
Venue: Kremlin territory, Cathedrals & Armoury Chamber 
The territory of the Kremlin is where Moscow’s history began. The fortress around this spot was first built upon in 1156 by Yuri Dolgorukiy. 
It was about that time (1147 to be exact) that the settlement of Moscow is first mentioned in historical chronicles. Of course all walls and 
buildings were made out of wood as it was the most readily available material at that time.

Day 2. Special visit



Day 2. Kremlin

Optional & exclusive: special visit to the Grand Kremlin Palace. The residence of the President of Russia

Day 2. Special visit



Free time on “Red Square”
Built directly east of the Kremlin, Moscow’s historic fortress and the center of the Russian government, Red Square is home to some of the country’s most 
distinctive and important landmarks. Its origins date to the late 15th century, when the Muscovite prince Ivan III (Ivan the Great) expanded the Kremlin to 
reflect Moscow’s growing power and influence. An important public marketplace and meeting place for centuries, Red Square houses the ornate 16th-century 
St. Basil’s Cathedral, the State Historical Museum and the enormous GUM Department Store, as well as a modernist mausoleum for the revolutionary leader 
Vladimir Lenin. During the 20th century, the square became famous as the site of large-scale military parades and other demonstrations designed to showcase 
Soviet strength. 

Day 2. Free time



Transfer to the Bunker-42 by retro cars
Guests in the Volga and other Soviet vintage cars will be headed by the real military truck! This will allow guests to feel themselves the eyewitnesses of the
era of the Cold War. “Volga” was the most Soviet prestige car to have, a “Black Dream”. In short: The first Volga was made in 1970 and the last one – in
1992, a class similar to Lincoln or Cadillac

Day 2. Special transfer



«Back to USSR»
The museum complex Bunker-42 gives individual and group guided tours. Having come down to 60 meters underground you will appear in sometime one of
the most secured war objects in the USSR. Excursion programs include not only a view of secured tunnels but also let visitors feel themselves like
communicators, explore weapon models and communication equipment of the Armed Forces of the USSR. We are also glad to to inform you about unique
ability of interactive war-games (strikeball, "Assault mission", "Lost"). You are awaited of mysterious and unusual entourage of the object, large spaces for
maneuvering - 1200 m2 - and ultimate experience of the game.

Day 2. Special dinner



Bunker of the Cold War
The museum complex Bunker-42 gives individual and group guided tours. Having come down to 60 meters underground you will appear in sometime one of 
the most secured war objects in the USSR. Excursion programs include not only a view of secured tunnels but also let visitors feel themselves like 
communicators, explore weapon models and communication equipment of the Armed Forces of the USSR. 

Day 2. Special dinner



Dinner at the Red Hall of the bunker 
Here's Bunker 42, a combination museum/restaurant/karaoke bar that's 65 meters underground in a Cold War nuclear bunker in Moscow. The 75,000 square 
foot facility was completed in 1956 and could house and feed up to 3,000 people for 90 days. The bunker was purchased by a private company in 2006 and 
renovations continue today. 

Day 2. Special dinner



Faster than the FALCON
“Sapsan” (Falcon) Siemens train
A choice of economy, business and first class carriage.

Day 3. Train to St. Petersburg



Day 3. Train to St. Petersburg



One of the world's most beautiful cities, St. Petersburg has all the ingredients for an unforgettable travel experience: high art, lavish architecture, wild nightlife, 
an extraordinary history and rich cultural traditions that have inspired and nurtured some of the modern world's greatest literature, music, and visual art. From 
the mysterious twilight of the White Nights to world-beating opera and ballet productions on magical winter evenings, St. Petersburg charms and entices in 
every season.

Day 3. Arrival to Saint-Petersburg



Día 3

Vodka Museum  

Day 3 Vodka Museum



Day 4. Welcome at the Hermitage

Night at the Museum



On this adventure you will...

o Take a short drive to the world-famous Hermitage Museum. This evening tour is reserved exclusively for our guests.; independent 
admittance will not be allowed.

o Start your tour from the Jordan Staircase of the Winter Palace. The glimmer of the golden stucco work and the dazzling whiteness of 
the marble statues will have you in awe.

o Walk through the Winter Palace’s superb staterooms, the Field-Marshal’s Hall, Small Throne Room, Emblem Hall, Gallery of 1812, 
and Hall of St. George. Note: This tour includes approximately 1.2 miles of walking at a leisurely pace, part of which will be on 
uneven surfaces, including approximately 125 stairs inside the museum. Wear comfortable walking shoes. This tour is not 
recommended for Guests with limited mobility.

o Proceed to the Small Hermitage and find yourself in the Pavilion Hall, with its slender marble columns supporting an elegant gallery 
and 28 sparkling cut-glass chandeliers.

o Enter the Old Hermitage, comprised of 13th through 16th century Italian art collections. On display are two paintings by Leonardo 
Da Vinci: The Madonna with a Flower and The Litta Madonna. Also see works by Rafael—The Contestable Madonna—and a later 
work, The Holy Family.

o Glass of sparkling vine and a classical quartet music at the end of the visit.

Day 4. Welcome at the Hermitage



Day 4. Welcome at the Hermitage

o See the famed mechanized Peacock Clock, made by a celebrated English clockmaker in the middle 18th century and presented to Catherine the 
Great by her favorite prince, Grigory Potemkin & the Raphael Gallery



Day 4. Special transfer

Horse and carriages transfer to the dinner 



Flying Dutchman 
Location:  Mytninskaya embankment, 6
Capacity: Porto room,  max 120 persons

Day 4. Dinner



Description: The Flying Dutchman is one of the landmarks of Saint Petersburg, a three-mast sailboat, the unique copy of the Dutch Fleut Amsterdam of the year 
1748, moored to the Mytninskaya quay, with a view to the most beautiful architectural complex of Saint Petersburg including the Saint Isaac’s Cathedral, the 
Palace Embankment (Dvortsovaya Naberezhnaya), the Peter and Paul Fortress, the Strelka of the Vasilyevsky Island and drawbridges, work is much more 
productive, supper is better, training is more effective and holidays are more pleasant. 

Day 4. Dinner



Day 5. Gala dinner



o Russian Dance from The Swan Lake ballet

Day 5. Gala dinner



City highlights ride
St. Petersburg is known all over the world as "Venice of the North". Created as the maritime city, it has moved away from the side and developed
on the islands of the Neva delta, in its arms (Great and Little Neva, Great, Small, Middle Nevka), its tributaries and canals Artificial. In the middle
of the nineteenth century, the city was located on 101 islands, where its name comes from "Venice of the North". Currently, the historical center of
St. Petersburg has 42 islands. They are bathed by more than 90 canals and rivers. Without discussion, the discovery of the interlacing of the canals
is one of the most beautiful walks to do in town.

Day 6



Peter & Paul Fortress
Peter-and-Paul Fortress is the first architectural ensemble in Saint-Petersburg, historical heart
of the city. The day when the construction works were started began the birthday of Saint-
Petersburg. The Fortress houses the State museum of History of Saint-Petersburg.
The Narishkin Bastion of the Fortress is topped with a Flag Tower. This is the tower where
the banners and fortress gates keys were kept. A Flag tower is an octagonal room with
panoramic windows – nice place for the events.

Day 6



Lunch. Stroganoff Steak House
Duration: 1,5 hours
Venue: Stroganoff Steak House restaurant
Beef Stroganoff is a Russian dish of sautéed pieces of beef served in a sauce with smetana (sour cream). From its origins in mid-19th-century Russia, it has 
become popular around the world, with considerable variation from the original recipe.

Day 6. Lunch



Podvorjeye
Address: 16 Filtrovskoye shosse, Pavlovsk, St. Petersburg,
Description: Opened in 1993, the Podvorje ( «Coach House» ) restaurant has since become known as «Russia´s most authentic Russian
restaurant». In addition to having its own regular clientele, it has established a reputation in Saint Petersburg and far beyond.
Photos from the trip are displayed on walls

Day 6. Dinner



Meal look: Borsht, mushroom julienne, staffed cabbage, pancakes with a ball of ice-cream   

Day 6. Dinner



Day 6. Departure

Airport Pulkovo



Viviene Barberis

Emirates Towers 
Hotel Tower, Floor 6B
P.O. 
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